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RHHH Away Weekend in Marseille,
May 6 - 8, 2022
Walker, Runner Reports & Photos

Background

O

nce upon a time, as all memorable stories start with Once and a Time, the Riviera Hash House Harriers discussed
at the AGM, where to do the next Away Weekend. Both Albenga, Italy and Porquerolles, in the Var had been
successfully Hashed several times. How about somewhere else? Not too far, drivable from the Riviera, with
plenty to see and explore, offering low cost flights from Europe. Contessa, backed by fellow explorer Farty Bum suggested
Marseille and the Calanques. RHHH voted ‘Yes’ and Iron Lady took up the challenge to find lodging.
But Once upon a Time was extended indefinitely to Once is not enough time… will there ever be a time? Little did we
expect a worldwide pandemic of Covid would delay our Hash for several years! But by this time a down payment had
already reserved the Hostel for our weekend, the whole of the Chateau Bois Luzy. Covid concerns provoked questions :
could we sleep several to a room? Need to wear masks? Would this communal life expose us to being super spreaders?
Well eventually, little by little, the variants subsided, and time opened borders and our Hash would indeed happen after
all, delayed by several years with restrictions lifted for travel. The Chateau Hostel Bois Luzy reopened after being closed
for two years. The down payment was still intact; we would definitely have our Marseille Hash after all.
An Organization Committee was formed. Iron Lady determinedly led the Crusade with headstrong conviction,
negotiating with the vendors, the bus company, the hostel reps and compiling the giveaway goodie bags and much more.
She was assisted by mild mannered Cumalot balancing his day job with Hashing obligations. He took on the task of
designing the website, ‘Boozy Lucy’ to organise registration, proving himself the King of Excel spreadsheets (who’s
coming, who’s paid, who needs parking…( although he gave away Contessa’s reserved parking place!), Sunday lunch
signup etc.) Cumalot also Hared a Friday run, hosted a Cabaret, and put on a lights and music DJ set. Sadist, an original
RHHH Hasher and veteran of many international Hashes, is our money guy. He managed Finances, Beer and drinks and
overlooked other logistics in his too quiet, laid back way. Two pair of dedicated Hares: Perpetch and ‘Ooz ‘Ee on
Saturday, and Contessa and Lonely on Sunday accepted the mission to tirelessly return, again, again to explore then set
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trails, not once, not twice but three times as overnight rain was wiping out chalk and flour. Then to top that off we added
a Catamaran boat trip for Saturday as an option, and Sox Club became the Boat Captain, scouting out then hiring a boat,
selling tickets. Contessa designed some Flyers, and we all chipped in to set plans for the rest of the weekend… until we
found out that well laid plans were about as unstable and unpredictable as the rocky Calanques!
Fast forward to now as I write this, one week after, the Marseille Hash can be judged a success! Full attendance at the
Hostel from Hashers representing several European countries, memorable and authentic Marseille experiences, no major
catastrophes, (but some minor ones) and over a hundred photos
submitted from everyone attesting to the good times over the
Contessa, do you know the History of
weekend.
this Chateau?
This Souvenir writeup covers the Run and Walks Saturday, the Hash
Sunday, and treats you to the best photos submitted by everyone to
The Bois-Luzy estate dates back to the seventeenth
remember Hashing in Marseille, 2022!
century. It initially had 23 hectares with pine forests,
Contessa 14/5/2022
vineyards, olive trees and fruit trees. It remained in the
family of Robert de Ruffi for 6 generations.
The castle, in its current form, was built around 1850
by Mr. De Saint Alary. Construction lasted several
years. The mosaic of the central hall was executed by
a team of Italian mosaicists, the same ones who
made the mosaics of the Basilica of Our Lady of the
Guard, at that time.
The chandelier of the Basilica of Notre Dame de la
Garde comes from the central hall of the Château de
Bois-Luzy: it was the Marquise de Saint Alary who
donated it during the sale of the castle.
Over the years it changed hands several times; it was
transformed and owners sold off the land. It belonged
to a bank (1925), then and was used as a rest house
for police(1939). The German army invaded (1940)
and stayed there. Squatters lived there for awhile
(1950s). It eventually was given to the City (1947) and
transformed as a Hostel.

Friday
Check in at 3pm, old friends were meeting again arriving by car, plane, train and even in camping cars. The goody bags
were backpacks with a quick dry towel and other small treats. And your one room key to be shared with your
roommates. We were four or two to a room with bunkbeds, but top bunks were left empty. A larger room for more than
four, I heard about but never saw. We were on levels One and Two, corridors met over a central atrium looking down to
the mosaic tiled ground floor.
Soon the discussion led to who was sleeping where: could they change rooms? Did that room have an empty bed? Was
it reserved for someone? Would they show up? I can’t
share with that person … How come your room has a sea
view when ours doesn’t? Swapping beds and rooms took
up an hour or two of discussion on Friday with curious
patrols, led by FB with the room list, setting off to knock
on doors and inquisition if better digs were to be had
elsewhere… but why is there only one person in that
room? Maybe they snore? Or escaped someone who
does? Eventually all by Saturday, had figured out where
to sleep, some changing in the middle of the night,
except for late or missing arrivals that had reserved
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rooms, but never showed. So, they’re not coming? Then let’s take over that room!
I should mention that the idea of communal hostel sleeping was a turn off to some who did not attend for that reason.
Although they could have and taken a hotel. In the end, it worked after all.
Funnily enough, like Hashers who shared, so did the rooms. Bedrooms opened into communal bathroom facilities.
Ladies on their way to brush teeth or apply makeup were startled to see a half-naked man in a towel, stepping out of a
shower next to them. This made for interesting conversation, some politely faked not looking at each other.
Friday the weather was not terrific, a light rain was falling. Hashers did not seem to mind and were jazzed up and set off
on a shortish loop in the neighborhood around Bois Lucy, led by Cumalot and Heavy Pants. A Circle conducted by
Jobsworth cited the regular misdemeanors, down downs and everyone took time to change before the evening dinner
of quiche, roasted pork with mashed potatoes, vegetables, and dessert.

Final announcement to the day was a great disappointment: the planned boat ride for Saturday morning was abruptly
cancelled! No warning. Just cancelled by the charter company one day in advance. This threw a spanner into the works
for Sox Club who was not only holding tickets she had purchased in cash from her own resources, but then we had to
find alternative activities the following day for those who had planned to take the boat

Saturday
The big day! Off to the Calanques! But not before a funny incident with a massive private coach, that delayed boarding,
as the dip in the road entering the Chateau driveway did not allow the driver to park there. Not only that, once he
backed out, he was confronted with narrow roads and eventually one way streets too. Iron Lady, being in charge of
Transport, had booked the bus for an hour later, but Hashers were ready to board now. So while Iron Lady and the bus
driver negotiated over the best solution which was to drive the wrong way on a one way street, Hashers hung around
singing until it was all worked out.
And now I present the Saturday

Run Report from Jobsworth:
What a Calanque

So, what do you imagine when you think of Marseille?
Sipping Ricard overlooking the Mediterranean? France’s
second city drawing immigrants from Africa and turning
them into cannon fodder, sorry, elite soldiers in the
French Foreign Legion? The faded glory days of Olympique
Marseille (success under “loveable” rogue during the
1980s with star players and their mullets like Chris
Waddle)? Or a youth hostel on a hill overrun by people whose hostelling days should
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have been long behind them? Welcome to the many times postponed Riviera HHH Boozy Lucy event.
Bonus question – What was the name of the wonderful chart hit sung by Glen & Chris aka Hoddle & Waddle?
Where was I? Oh yes, reminiscing about joining the foreign legion to escape Chris Waddle’s signing.
Well, that and thinking about the Mediterranean weather. The GM was in prime organisational mode before the hash,
sending out daily, then hourly and finally minute by minute e mail reminders. Such reminders reminded visitors that the
Marseille sun is much stronger than in more northerly climes. What a dumb idea. Friday greeted us with Irish rain and
Saturday risked to do the same.
Consequently, I, your ‘follicly-challenged’ scribe, felt completely justified in not bringing a hat, on accounts of not
needing one. My present radioactively coloured head and shoulders are absolutely not a consequence of ignoring advice
and everything to do with hashing in France, which generates 70% of its power from nuclear energy.
Saturday morning started well. A gourmet breakfast of scrambled eggs with crab flakes and truffles, accompanied by
Veuve Clicquot and the company of scores of hashers in high spirits readied us for the coach that was to whisk us off to
the Calanques bang on time. Except that it was never going to go so smoothly. The coach arrived more or less on time,
but we were not allowed to board. Then it disappeared and the RA disobeyed orders from Iron Lady, Sadist and others
to organise a group singalong as apparent problems were resolved (to be fair to the RA, there are only so many times
you can sing “they ought to be publicly pissed on” before getting bored of it). Turns out that the coach had not planned
its entrance very well. Firstly, a gaggle of hashers would have grounded it on the slope in front of the hostel and
secondly, it could not manoeuvre round the narrow streets and eventually had to reverse down a one way street to get
back on the main road.
No matter,
the hashers
were happy
and
eventually
boarded the
coach a mere
hour late,
though Sadist
had lost his
cool long
before that
on the basis
of being beer
meister and fretting that said beer would be warm by the time we reached the beer stop. If ever we did. The London
hashing fraternity, on the other hand, could not care less about warm beer. Their paranoia was about mistaking local
panaché/shandy for beer and missing out on alcohol.
Once off the coach, the start was nearly as disorganised as the coach trip. Scrap that, even more so. No hares were
around and, even worse, we had been told to carry our own beer to the beer stop as the beer car had been banned from
parking there. Even more stress for the paranoid Londoners to ensure that they
did not pick up the wrong drink. Hare Ooz-ee arrived and immediately set off
the hash up the hill with no instruction. As RA, I found that very odd, but these
Aix en Provence hashers follow different rules. So off we set uphill, the
youngsters leading the way. And guess what, a few moments later I received a
phone call from Cumalot. “Where are you?” he asked. “On trail” said I. “Why?”
he asked. “Because Ooz-ee set us off” said I. “Oh no he didn’t.” “Oh yes he
did”...you get the gist. We are a long way out of panto season, so your humble
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RA called all the sporty hashers who had jumped the gun back to the start, where we found Sexposure leading a
loosening up song. Or standing on one leg and puffing his stomach out to impress the girls. Not sure which.
Hash rules explained (Ed –
there are no rules), we set
off on the real start. The
hares had promised a flat
trail. Second rule of hashing
– hares lie. Up and up we
went into the Calanques.
Thankfully there were some
usefully laid checks to slow
us down and keep us
together. Ooz-ee was in very
generous form as hare,
staying with us and even
kindly pointing us on our way
at checks. Trouble is, he
consistently sent us
the wrong way, with
his favourite being a
long steep down
when the trail was
up, up and away.
A runner’s trail it was
not. Lots of loose
scree and steep
inclines sorted the
elephants from the calves. Or whatever gender neutral analogy you prefer. The
positive was that as we climbed, the exertion gave way to spectacular views of
the Mediterranean. Those with hats and sunnies admired the view. Those
without got redder and redder as they went up.
By now, a few hashers were struggling with the terrain, but worse was to come.
Downhill. What is worse than scree?
Wet loose scree. Should thank the Lord for small mercies. But it was about to get
worse.
There was talk of an abseil descent and sure enough, as we were admiring
beautiful views of the bay where the beer stop would surely be, we came to a
vertical drop. Fortunately the Lord was there to help us in the form of Carry Out.
He was
dutifully
waiting to
assist all
hashettes
down the
difficult bit.
He
completely
ignored the men, of course, who had to take their
own lives into their hands. But he was an absolute
angel to those in need. Didn’t prevent some
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mishaps, though. Despite his best efforts, Giving Head sustained trail injuries to show to all.
Thereafter it was a further scramble to the beer stop, which was a beautiful secluded bay. We enjoyed a warm beer on
the beach and the more adventurous went for a swim. Heavy Pants delighted certain hashers by reminding us that
topless is normal in the south of France, whilst Where the f*** is Wally did his party trick of entering the sea with blue
trunks and exiting with red ones.
Didn’t know there were sharks in
this part of the Med…
Beer stop over, it was time for a
nice and easy second half. Well,
that’s what we hoped. In reality,
it was another vertical climb
across rocks when the road
would have done. Half way up
the hill, we came across a tunnel
with a flasher inside. Yes, Ooz-ee
was hiding in there and flashing
everyone who entered. He
photographed them as well, but
don’t let the truth get in the way of a good story.After the flashing, it was another slog uphill to another summit with
another glorious view of the surroundings. Beauty can become boring, can’t it?
A bit of entertainment ensued, with
the trail being completely lost. This
allowed for a regroup before
descending yet more loose scree
instead of sticking on the road. The
hares really wanted somebody to

break their leg on the run. Fortunately their wishes were not granted and we counted
them all out and we counted them all back.
Mid afternoon and we suddenly saw a mirage. The coach. The hares told us that there
was a third half but by this point there was a mutiny, so the hash collectively decided to
hold the circle and eat their delicious lobster and caviar platters, washed down by
further Veuve Clicquot that had been perfectly chilled by the mismanagement. The
French really know how to put on a feast.
The circle is a vague memory by now, but here’s what I recall:
Hares – Perpetch and Ooz-ee. Thanks for such a short and easy flat trail.
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Carry Out for standing in for Jesus and helping all those who needed help on the rock face.
Even Carry Out, although she got a down down for her assorted injuries.
The exhibitionist swimmers were singled out for beer, notably Heavy Pants and Wally.
Whacker from West London and aforementioned Wally came to the rescue of the RA with their own nominations for the
circle, notably Roll Back for shamelessly seeking attention with her aversion to running on rocks and Butt Plug for
assisting the attention.
Ooz-ee’s rope was not forgotten in the circle
and his reasons for procuring it were probed.
S&M fetish, perhaps? Whatever, it was put to
good use in the circle.

Special mention should go to Minge & Tonic
and Sir Humpalot. Clearly unimpressed with
having to sleep together the previous night, Sir
H gallantly locked M&T out of their room, so
she did the decent thing and spent the night
sleeping in the toilet.
I’m sure there were many more charges but by
now I was losing attention, so the above list
will have to suffice as the whole and honest
truth. Boris Johnson style.
And so we mutinied and refused to run the third half, letting the coach bring us back to the hostel for further food,
cabaret and dancing. Many thanks to the hares for a great, sorry shitty trail. OnOn to the Sunday run!

Saturday’s Walkers Report by Contessa
It was fun to be on the coach, sitting comfortably looking at Marseille pass by the window. The bus passed the famous
home to OM Football, the Velodrome. After about 30+ minutes, the driver stopped at the entrance to the trail , ‘Les
Baumettes’. Out came our hiking poles and we started to follow Perpetch up some woodsy trails into the Calanques
National Park. We stopped for a warm up act from Sexsposure,( no dirty pun intended) which had to do with following
his gyrations using your elbows and
legs and keeping rhythm to his song.
On On!

A Bit of History
Calanques comes from the
Provencal word, ‘calenco’ meaning
‘steep inlet’ The coast has so many
inlets, its known as the Massif of the
Calanques, which refers to not only
inlets but the landscape around
them.
The Calanques is a protected park,
one of only ten given this status in
France a natural monument to
preserve the character and
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tranquility for the wildlife. So after more than 12 years of intense and difficult negotiations originally begun by local
residents 1975 to protect the area (protection movements), the Park was created in 2012. It includes three cities:
Marseille , Cassis, Ciotat. It is Europe’s only urban National Park, comprising cities, land, and sea. it is under strict
protection, controlling how many can go into the park by land and sea per day.
And know this: the rock formations are sedimentary limestone (Mesozoic, Jurassic Cretaceous periods.) During 60
million years a transformation took place. Rocks emerged from the sea when the African and Eurasian continental plates
collided. It was during this time the Pyrenees Provence, Corsica and Sardinia were formed.
In the sea you can find rare and fragile fish including seahorses, turtles, dolphins, fin whales which are the 2nd largest
animal on earth. Also the Calanque is home to the free -tailed bat, one of Europe’s largest bats, wingspread 40 cms. And
an 80 cms eyed lizard which holds the record as the largest in Europe!
You can tell I read the brochures. All that going on…and to think we were walking there just looking for a beerstop!

Porting your own Beerstop
For this reason, protecting the environment,
the Parc issues car passes to limit visitors in
advance. But did Saturday’s Hares realise this?
Plan for this? I have to say we were again
surprised (disappointed?) to hear on Saturday
another change of plans. Not only had the boat
been cancelled but now our beer car too. Once
off the bus, you’d have to carry your own beer
to the Beerstop, as the Hash Beer car had no
pass to access this road! Oh great plans! I heard that the rules limiting car access had recently begun, and our Hares had
accessed this road, not needing a Pass on previous trail searches. The only Beers available were classic beers in glass
bottles too, so if you drink 0% beer, well tough for you. Hashers adapted quickly without grumble to this assignment.
Good thing we gave them a backpack!

The Walkers Trail
Walkers
hiked up a
woodsy path,
some faster
than the rest,
stopping to
catch our
breath, look
at the views.
I stopped to
take a photo
of a woman
in a long skirt
with a small child, scaling a vertical cliff! When we
reached the top of the path after taking photos and
chatting with other hikers, such as pretty young Aussie
maidens who casually walk difficult trails in designer beachwear, we began our
descent towards the beach which appeared a speck below. Is this the way? Well,
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they talked about swimming so this must be it. We carefully picked our way over rocky paths abt 45 minutes, careful not
to slip and fall.
We were only too happy to finally reach the parking at the bottom, and a few tempting restaurants were there too.
So this is where our beerstop was supposed to be! We took a seat
on the small beach, a few went into the water to swim with the jelly
fish/medusa, who got there first. Back walkers finally arrived too.
After sitting around about an
hour or so, we began our long
trudge up the paved road to
the top. Even though we were
climbing it was easier, than
going down, because we didn’t need to stare constantly at our feet. We could
finally look at the views, and they are impressive. As mentioned at one point we
crossed an underground pipe with ‘Ooz ‘Ee beckoning us forward to flash a photo.

There are several hiking trails of
various difficulty that go down
from the main roads. Walkers
had taken the way starting at
Col Morgiou to Plage de
Sormiou. I later asked Hare
Perpetch if he had hiked all the
other trails in the Calanques to
find our Hash trails. He looked at
me with disbelief and a straight
face, like it was a stupid
question, and answered “Of
course, several times”. And considering the rain washing away markings, they laid
the trail several times too! No wonder our Hares are so skinny! Want to lose
weight? Offer to set a Hash in the Calanque!

Saturday Beerstop
We reached the top, spied the coach waiting
and passed the gate, with guards who patrol
the entrance.
Then the Circle started, and Jobsworth has
covered this in his Report. We ate prepared
hostel sandwiches and fruit for a late lunch.
No Grappa was quick to pick up on the
bragging when ‘Ooz ‘Ee showed us a rope he
had brought along, just in case someone
would fall into a ravine or off a cliff,” but we
didn’t need to use it!”, he boasted. At which
point No Grappa suggested we
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find a way to use it and ‘Ooz ‘Ee was roped to a tree! Well a picture is worth a thousand words… here’s my pictures! I
think he loved it.
Eventually we packed up tables and drinks and ourselves and took off on the
coach back to the hostel.
Iron Lady crooned into the microphone on the bus like a Tour Guide (a lifelong
wish, she admitted) and informed everyone about the Left Luggage arrangement
at the Gare, prepare your bags to be picked up Sunday 8AM. Look for ‘Consigne’
near Starbucks she said. But many put their bags in their cars on Sunday morning
or drove off to another hotel in Marseille planning to stay an extra day.
Hot showers and a BBQ
diner were waiting for
us!

Thanks and gifts were
given to the Weekend
Organizers. Fairy
Plunger even ordered
ten pizzas! (he should
have had them
delivered to the beach!)

Cabaret
And then the soiree continued with the Cabaret (brilliant!) with performances from ’ Who
the F**k is Wally’, Lonely, Pilchard, Sexsposure, Mad Cow, Heavy Pants, Finnish Fly
including a presentation of Trophies for the participants of the Cabaret. Cumalot kept up
the action into the night with his DJ set for dancing. Buns said she danced barefoot so
much, she hurt her tendons.
Voila, the summary of Saturday, and I hope you enjoy the photos
that fill
the
gaps!

in
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SUNDAY
We were keeping eyes on the sky. There was an
80% chance of rain, and Hare Contessa was
hoping for the 20%.
Hashers checked out of rooms. We met in front
of the Chateau, took a few group shots then
headed to the briefing. We would be starting at
the Metro Vieux Port, so this meant taking the
Metro from the Hostel, or driving yourself to a
public parking.
When we met at the metro it was 10:45 and my
ever-competent co-Hare Lonely came dashing in
at just the right moment. He’d gone down early Sunday to reset the trail again, after
rain washed away our chalk. He did the Chalk Talk right there in the Vieux Port, and
we were OFF!
Runners sprinted along the Port, Quai Rive Neuf, then headed
inward, climbing up to the oldest
Parc in Marseille, Jardin Puget.
Walkers took the same route. As
this was all uphill, slower Walkers
took more time, and FB was
there to keep all together… well,
she tried; some less cooperative
declined the escort. The trail led
up the Montée Oratoire to Notre
Dame de la Garde. The city’s
emblematic monument, with
views 360° over the city, the
islands, to the Calanque. If you
visit anywhere in Marseille, the
Vieux Port and Notre Dame
adorned with gold mosaics and ex-votos, are the two
Must Sees and this is exactly what Contessa wanted the
Hashers to experience.
I had devoted three days over Easter to walking
and walking to find the trails. Took photos of street
names, studied maps, and eventually, pieced
together our authentic walk through the hidden
old streets taking us from Notre Dame down to
the sea. I estimate the final trail used only 30% of
what I walked and explored. And the same for the
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Runner trails that I explored and walked too. But Hashers didn’t get a chance to use most of them.
Once at the top at the Basilica on the Terrace (there are 6 levels up there!) Hashers took in the views. Gradually slower
Walkers arrived. The Plan was to then head down the Valentine steps, to a small Parking at the bottom for the Beerstop.
We followed the chalk trail, arrived in the Parking, but there was No Beerstop! Seems that Sadist had taken it upon
himself to change the location. He said he couldn’t find the Parking, then said it was Full. He had corrupted my trail,
gone al fresco. Most of my 2nd half trail planning, down the drain. Lonely and I had spent hours to find the right location
for the Beerstop. We had selected three possible Beerstop locations, and spent much time discussing the pros and cons
of each one.
So this was two Beerstops in two days that were messed up.
Lonely broke the news just as I was telling Walkers, to head down the steps to the Beerstop. He quickly laid some extra
chalk marks to where Sadist had found a parking spot near some garbage bins about half km away, or more. Hashers
enjoyed the Beerstop, some not even realizing what had gone wrong. Then Beer Coolers were carried into the adjoining
Parc Puget (our 2nd visit for the day) where we held a ‘premature’ big closing Circle as the Hash was not finished yet.

Sunday Circle
Two memorable moments – Pilchard entertained us with his ‘taking a big one ‘,
squatting, grunted, pants down, over a large hole in the ground.
She-wee, a long ago Hasher living in Marseille and now visiting our Weekend, went
into the Circle and accused Contessa (!) of leaving a suggestive Dick Dimension
measurement gimmick in a backpack. The Hash had a
few extra backpacks and offered them to her for her
kids. Contessa objected.
Preparing Goody Bags, to my
knowledge, were Iron Lady or Sox
Club. Anyway it was funny,
provoked a few jokes with the
guys, ‘Does Size Matter’. One
of the ladies said she had
something similar for measuring spaghetti.
I personally think this was a setup; no one else found one of these ‘Peter Meters’ in
their backpack. I suspect that She-wee brought this from home.
Prove you didn’t!
Our trail resumed after many down downs too numerous to mention.
Most Hashers carried on for the 2nd half. Some of my original trail was used: Rue
Endoume to Tolstoi to Rue des
Pecheurs, down the steps to join
up with Corniche Kennedy. We
passed the trendy Vallon des
Auffres ,where meals can go
from 45€ to over 100 €.
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Bistro Plage
When researching our trails, finding a restaurant with atmosphere, to take 35+, at €25, drinks included, on a Sunday at
2PM , for May 8th, a holiday, was not easy! I asked around in seven places before finding our Hash restaurant Bistro
Plage. The optional lunch list fluctuated (add ons or cancellations) about every 12 hrs and drove Cumalot and Contessa
crazy. Reserved or not for our lunch, the Bistro Plage served all of us anyway. We went from 30 to 35. Final count 39.
We had our own special terrace reserved for our group. The Menu Tapas included a selection of
Charcuterie, Fromage, Petite Fritures, Pizza, and several big Magnums of Rosé and Vin blanc. A
big thankyou to FB who volunteered to collect the cash, to Heavy Pants who served the drinks.
Surprise, who was there already? Iron Lady, enjoying a
Spritz, waiting for us to arrive. RHHH Walkers, Seeman
Monster and Fairy Plunger who we’d lost earlier in the day
had also arrived early, on their own to Bistro Plage. They
found a nice table, had an enjoyable lunch and were quite
pleased with how things turned out after all. Thankyou
Contessa this is lovely! A well-timed compliment, I appreciated.
The RHHH Away Weekend in Marseille was drawing to an end . Everyone was
exhausted and content, staring dreamily at the sea and approaching grey clouds. We said our final good byes.
And if a picture is worth 1 000 words… well I will stop now!
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